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ElectrOmagnetic(EM)waveS ObServed by telecOmmunicatiOn endneerS ahead Of earthquakes are cOntroversial
because they shOuld nOt prOpagate over long distances froln the hypocenter due tO dissipation in the cOnductive
Earth A mOde1 0f an earth crust dielectric waveguide、 vas prOposed and discussed v′ ith an ettth atmOspheric
、
vaveguide and tested in a labOratOry scaling sintulation experiment using a granite slab and an Elン I generator
antenna at the ll),Ocenter for the Kobe Earthquake. The lnappings of evanescent and M/ave― ripple standing waves
were obtained by scanning a detectOr antenna over the Japanese island archipelago mOdel TheOretical relatiOns
of the ield intensity乙 7,such as 10g 4y=0375■4″ +c,where Mw and c are the moment magnitude and a
・Om an ensemble of dipolar charges at a fault
constant,respectively have been derived by considering EN/1 waves f■
zone. The theOretical scaling la、 /is cOnsistent with the empirical one.
KEYVVO RDS: eiectromagnetic wave,waveguide,simulation,scaling law,earthquake,SES

1.

Introductioll

ElectrOmagnetic(EM)wⅣ eS

at ultra 10w and very low

frequencies(ULF and VLF)which ShOuld be dissipated
in the cOnductive Earth have been observed ahead of
earthquakes.1 3)They seen■ to be correlated with l霞 ge
earthquakes,but no scientincally credible theory can ex―

quencies froln an antenna in a hole in the granite slab A
small detecting antenna、 ハ
ras lnoved 5 111nl above the slab,
、
vith the aid of an X̲Y plotter under computer control,
over the rnodel surface to map the intensity of EWl、 ハ
″
aves
elllaitted fron■ the hypocenter.
The conductive sea and lake areas of the surface、 vere
covered with alunlinulll foili an alunlinum plate sillllulat―

plain the propagation of the underground EWI waves

ing the conductive Ⅳloho plane、 vas placed in addition

over the distances of hundreds of km fl・ onl the epicen̲

against the loM′ er surface of the granite slab.「 rhe ion。 ̲

ter.
M″

sphere located at 60‑120 knl above the sea level s、s

The origin has been found to be closely related

(SES)whiCh detects the DC electric ield claims success
in ettthquake prediction in Greece,4)but is controversial

siln―

above the
granite slab cOrresponding 100 kln above the〔 りound.
ulated with a nat alunlinunl plate at 73±

ith atmospheric lightning.1)The seislnic electric signal

4 rnn■

Result and Discussion

as is seen in the proceeding book 5)The main cause of

3。

the controversy is the lack of physical background of a
long distance propagation.
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Scaling of sizes and fl・ equency

may be made to get an

predictiOn frolll the SES because the detailed physics

insight in a model experillllent of electromagnetic Phe―
nomena. The ll10deling both ionospherc and lvloho plane

on ■ock ruptures at the hypocenter before the major

with magma(Or conrad plane at the surface of under―

This paper does not make a clailn for earthquake

shock has not yet been established.

石
ヽヽ
e only suggest

g■

ollnd ductile zOne at the depth of about 10‑30 km)uS―

a model experilll■ ent on waveguides considering that the

ing an alunlinuln plate llnay seenl oversillllplifJcation. The

Earth crust between the cond

tive Moho plane(or COn̲

depth of sea is also neglected by using the alulllinum

rad plane betv″ een the upper and lo、 ver crust bound―

cooking foil having a 10、 v resistivity The resistivity of

鉗 y)and the ground surLce may constitute a dielec̲

NIagma or ductile zOne v″ ould be arOund l【 2 111 much

tric slab ̀̀earth crust waveguide"just as the conductive

larger than that of alulrninun■ , 10 5f2rn. These are al―
loMred in a modeling experilllent 、
ハ
rhen the place of in‐

ionosphere‐ ground surface make an ̀̀ettth atmospheric
、
vaveguide". This allows us to discuss the long distance
propagation of seisIInic Eヽ l Mraves using、 raveguide ter̲
Fllinology in electrical engineering6)A lnodel experilnent

using a granite slab was made in an attempt to clari取
the underlying physics behind the phenomena related to
the long distance propagation of ENIヽ Ⅳaves in nature

terests is around the ground surface and not around the
ionosphere and Wloho plane. Their role is silnply to re‐
■ect E1/1 waves and slight penetration of EN/1 waves into

the ionosphere and into the undergound conductive zone
does not afect the overall results; the efective septta―
tion between the conductive plates is slightly elongated
for the actual ionosphere.
Thick sedin■ ents with a low resistivity.night be cOn‐

2. Experilllental
石
ヽヽ
e have modeled the Japanese island archipelago us̲

sidered as a pttt of the expanded sea and will not afect

ing a l:1,360,000 map v/ith a granite slab 22 1nlll thick

much, especially the granitic area around Kobe The
depth of sea less than l o■ 2km at most is less than

ulating 30 kIIn thick upper crust as sho、 vn in Fig. 1.
The loop antenna 71nm belo、 v the upper surface sirnu―
silll■

late the 10 kIIl deep hypocenter of the]Kobe Earthquake
on」 anutty 17,1995 ER71 waves were en■ itted at two fl‐ e‐

one tenth of the thickness of the dielectric slab and does

not perturb in the■

rst― order

approxilnation. The iono―

sphere and the Earth's surface constitute a parallel plate
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Fig l

A schcn■ atic dralving of the」 apanese island archipelago lnodel silnulating the ionosphere,the Earth surface and

,Ioho plane using alunlinunl plates and foil and a 22 nllll thick granite slab ElectrOmagnetic、
卜
/the slab s■ lrface
fron■ a snlall antenna belo、 ス

and detected using another antenna 5 nlll■

vaves、 vere enlitted

above the surface

ゝ

Fig 2 The measured intensity of the electromagnetic waves over the Japanese island archipelago model(a)Evanes
cent waves at 0 25 GHz below the cut of iequency■ of the granite dielectric slab,(b)standing waves at 4 GHz

above■ ,(c)and(d)COrreSpOnd to(a)and(b),reSpect市

ely dお turbed by the prcscnce of aluminum sea surface

Used frequencies correspond to 184 Hz and 2 94 kIIz in the Earth crust dielectric waveguide

‐
ヽ
vell― known by teleconllnunication engineers
「a、 eguide 、
as :earth atmOspheric、 vaveguide".7)It has a cut‐ of fl・ c―

uides couple through the land and islands

quency of∴ a=C/2α =1.25‑2 5 kHz using the speed of
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ι
θ
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light,c and the separation ofthe conductive plates d fOr

a=60km to 120km.
The cut̲Of fl・ equency of̀̀earth crust、 /aveguide'' prO̲

posed in this wOrk is Ac=C/2dε *1/2 and the speciic
dielectric cOnstant ε* = 8 of bedrock granite giving

ic=1,768kHz and d=30 km at the epicellter area
of the Kobe Earthquake.

The images in Figs.2(a)and 2(c)at 0 25 GHz are for
corresponding fl・ equency of 184 Hz、 vhich is far belo、 v the

Above t、 ハ
/o frequencies for

cut‐

of iequencies■ a andえ c,While those Of(b)and

(d)at 4 GHz corresponding to 2,940 Hz is marginal to
■a=408

GHz

The ield intensity map at O.25 GHz in(a)Character―
izes exponentially decaying evanescent v′ aves froln the

two ettth waveguides cOrrespond toぇ a=4.08 GHz and

epicenter

ic=2.4 GHz in the model experiment.The two wtteg―

creases and sho、 /ed clear propagation above 4 GHz as a

The pattern changes as the frequency in―
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ヽゝve― ripple pattern suggesting the formation of standing
waves spreading over fiolll the epicenter as shown in Fig

complex inhomogeneous earth in the scaling experilnent

2(b).The disturbed wtte ripple would be presumably

R = 10 km and 100 klll、 vere calculated for a ganitic

due to the intentionally used granite slab consisting of

crust of ρ=106Ω m in Fig 3(a).

The decay rttes,exp(一 ん″R)at the ground distance

The、 vavelength in the waveguide,λ g,is

large quartz grains,feldspar and llllica.
′
aves is expected for
Non― unifornl distribution of EWl、 ハ

an island archipelago due to their renection by the cOn―
ductive sea area This was demol■ strated by covering the
granite surface by alulllinunl foil fl‐

ハ
′
ere removed.
and island Parts 、

oln、vhich the land

Geography efects of

1/λ :=1/λ

where

λo is

0)

:― (1/2a)2

the wNelength in the atmosphere(λ 。=C/ノ )
*)1/2).6)If√ is

or in the dielё ctric earth(λ

。= C/ノ (ε
λg or

elength
less than Ac,the imaginary wa、 ′

g=2π /λ g)appears

wavevector

the ground surface on the propagation is clettr for the

(た

intensity mapping obtained in(c)and(d)at the same
equencies as in(a)and(b),respect市 ely The images
fl・

total travelling distance for the direction of the propa―

are considerably disturbed. The original images using

gation in the earth、vaveguide by renection、 vas further

granite、 vith grains including quartz,feldspar and nlica
having different speciic conductivities and dielectric con―

rate as shown in Fig 3(b).

stants、 ″
ere further blurred by the presence of alunlinum
sea. The intensity is naturally high on the land side. The

θ・イ

illlage due to renection by sea nlight correspond to the

selectivity"asserted in the SES by DC method.4)
This result suggests that seislnic Elvl waves at a fl・

e―

quency higher than the cut― of fl・ equencies of both earth
、ゝveguides can propagate over lol■ g distantes Stand―
ing waves lllight be forllled if ENI waves at a fl‐ equency
is enlitted fOr some tiFne 10ng enough as to interactヽ Ⅳith

leading to the exponential decay

of the neld intensity known as ̀̀evanescent、 vaves" The

considered for evanescent waves to estimate the decay
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SES

Subduction zones and major fault planes Fllight also
be conductive and thus forlll a shunt in the underground
、/aveguide and form a dielectric resonator. Standing
、
vaves at a resonant frequency may be observed by the

renection of、vaves as they propagate in the crust and
nlight generate some、 vave… ripple phenomenon. Hence,
the earth crust cavity lllight be formed.

The evanescent waves at l」 LF IIlight be the SES mea̲

the renected、 /aves,1.e.,in a longer tirne than a few tilnes

sured as DC voltage and named as theミ ゝN method fol―

Of 1/∫ ・

lo、

θ
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υ
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The pO、 ver of EⅣ l waves is dissipated in the conductive
earth、 vith resistivity ρ and the dielectric constant ε due
to the skin― depth or decay ttising ti・

ving the initials of three authors started a systematic

Observation.4)「 rhe theoretical intensity is alrnost propor―

oln the imaginary

part ofthe v′ ave vector,k〃

ψ
ψ
ノ =ω し7の ψ 1+← ル わ つ
」
卜
using the permeability μ′
,where ω =2π √for the

①

with the empirical relation. It Fllay also be proportional
tO the electrode separation,less than the、 vavelength,λ g・
The selectivity may be explained、vith the reflection of

evanescent waves in the island archipelago as sho、 vn in

One lnight wonder how EM waves were generated

e―

ωερく(1

in estillnating the skin efect is not appropriate in a
granite with ρ=106 Ω m fOr∫ >103 Hz.The efect
of decay could, unfortunately, not be siχ

than to 1/R3for a dipolar charge model in agreement

Figs.2(c)and 2(d)
fi・

quency,ノ ;6)the displacement current efect is included in
this equation. Note that silnplined relation for

tional to 1/R fOr the distance tt fl・ Om the epicenter rather

nulated for the

from the epicenter area An ensemble of electric dipoles,
Pを

, may be generated fi・ om piezo― compenSating dipolar

charges of quartz grains.8)PieZoelectricity used to ex―
ras once discarded because
plain earthquake lightning、 ハ

rhich compensate the polarization in a
of free charges、 ハ

(b)

(a)

ノ
R=1'71n
/R=lk/nl

‐

:｀ R̲iも kllli

R=100klll
σ

‑6

。

σ

︒ ︒ ″︻ ︑ ＯＯ∩
メー
・
．

︒ ︒ゃ ″円 ︵ ＯＯ∩
餞︱
＾

0‑3

10 9
1

frequency(HZ)

103

針cquency(HZ)

Fig 3 Frequency dependence of the deca.y factor ofthe underground EM waves(a)due to the reisi宙

ty of granite

ty and evanescence by the proPagatiOn through the dielectric slab and Parallel
(ρ =106Ω m)and(b)tO bOth resisti宙
plate、 ′
aveguides considering the angle of the propagation
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short tilllle of ερl° )It is these free chttges that are re―
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Just like a taboo in a society has reasons to be born

leased by the stress changes in our inodel.11)Some other
mechanisln to produce dipolar charges is also plausible
so long as EII M″ aves tte generated.
There are arguments that dipolを r chttges are cancelled
electrostaticallyお r a random o■ ientation(P=Σ μ =

and inherited,old folk stories and proverbs on the earth‐

quakc clouds lllight have some scientiic reasons. Ripple
clouds Ⅵrhich stay at the same position for a long tilllle

before earthquakes are observed by bOth Japanese and
Chinese amateur seismologist as an earthquake precur―

0), and SO the charges should llot appear at the edges

sOr although no llletrologist adlllit their existence due to

of a fault zOne as in the electromagnetic model of fault
behavior.8,11)A light bulb consisting of π excited atoms

the lack of physical lnechallism of cloud appearance at

、rith dipole moment p may be app■ oxilnated as a single

a long distance fronl the epicenter. If an illtense elec‐
tric ield of seislllic ENI 、
vaves could generate charged

dipole with the moment lPI=ぽ /21P in OptiCS The EM

aerosols by ionizatiOn due to electron acceleration,8)the

PO｀rer, i.e., the magnitude of the Poynting vector Ar is
prOpOrtional to the energy, ie., the square of the total

nuclei of precipitation13)and So、 vave― ripple clouds lnight
be formed by the standing v″ aves at a long distance fl‐ om
the epicenter Such a rollnantic speculation is, ho、 vever,

dipole moment P and to 1/7,Where r is the time of

iacture(NI∝ P2/7).A virtual fault with length 2α
stress dropム σ,and stress σ
o gives T=(∠ σ/σ o)(α /β )
using the velocity of S― waves β
.8)The fleld intensity of
EM wavesis F∝ z7V1/2∝ IPI/71/2=η 1/2レ 1/71/2.
,

The earthquake moment,A4。

is related to the fault

length 2α considering that the stress accumulated、 vidth

at the fault zone is proportional to 2α

and sO the area

Aイ 。=2α ttσ 4

fOr a fault
(2α )2.It mtt be expressed as
with area■ .For a small and a large earthquake,AJ。
=
。=(2α )2ご were Obtained condsidering
(2α )3乙 σ andハ イ

the depth d of the ductile zone,12)、vhich leads to 2α
(■

イ
。
/乙 σ
)1/3

a)1/2 forム イ
w<6.3and
and(1イ 。
/乙 σ

=

Mw>

6.3 , respectivellr The mOment magnitude def」 ned as

A衛 =(10g A49‑91)/1 5 are Aム v=6.3 for d=2α =

104 m and ttσ =5× 106N/m2 This critical moment
magnitude may difer± 0.6 and± 0.3 for the factor two

changes of d and△ σ ,respectively.
If the SES intensity ttI′ is related to the electric ield

F of EM walres with Poynting vector Ⅳ ,ム y∝

F∝
Ⅳ1/2∝ IP/71/2 1eading toム y∝ 』
ビ:/6 and Aイ :/4 uSing
τ=(乙 σ/σ 。
。
)(α /β )and 2α =(ハ イ
/ム σ
)1/3 for Aム v<6.3
and 2α =(■49/ム σ
d)1/2 for■イ
ν
v>6.3,respectively.The
deinition ofユ ムv=(10g iイ 。
‑9.1)/1.5 gives the scaling

far beyond the present 、
「ork and nlight be a topic of
ftlture investigatiOn in an interdisciplinary ield

4. Conclusion
A model experilnent assunling a scaling law should bc

made for EM Phenomena in geophysics to clariけ the un̲
derlying physics

A long distal■ ce propagation of EN/1

vaves has been explained、 vith a、 vaveguide terlllinology
、
in a lllodel experilnent silnulating earth crust and earth
atmospheric、 vavё guidcs SOmc cmpirical relations in the
DC― SES method has theoretically bcen derived Note
that this paper does nOt make a clairll for earthquake
prediction neithcr frOlll the SES■ or earthquake clouds
N、 are not sure of thc detailed underlying physics on
rock ruptures and the generation of ENI、 vaves before the
major shock of an earthquake. Deternlinistic earthquake
prediction may not be possible as alleged in the cont■ o―
versy 5)The SES lllight, however,be used as a、 ハ
′
arning
signal though the exact tirlle and place Of ruptures、 「ould
be difncult to predict at the moment て
Jncertain forecast
on earthquake nlight save lives of people and be better

than no、 /arning at all

law oflog tty=0.25AZ躊 十 C and log y=0.375■

+c,
respectively for i4v<6.3 and Aイ w>6.3,where c̀躊is a

Acknowledgenlent

constant related、ハ
′
ith several parameters in seismology
The latter scaling law is very c10se to the empirical one

critical reading of the manuscript and the latc Emeritus

log tty=0.37」γ +c in the DC SES work where rlf is

this interdisciplinary wOrk

the conventional rnagnitude.4)
One llllight argue that the actual intensity of elec―
tric ield is ilrnportant and not the scaling lav′ . The
Pqynting vectOr of ETvI、 ″aves,Ar at the distance 100 km

from the hypOcenter was calculated considering the
piezo― compensating charges +g and ‑9 in our recent
work COseismic Power of 2× 1017、v/m2and pre̲
seismic 6× 1013w/m2at 100km lead t0 10 7v/m
and 10 5v/m at l HZ in a good agreement with experi―
ments.11)Hence,、 ve concluded that the I)C measurement
of SES is caused by evanescent ENI waves at ULF which
propagate th■ Ough the earth― crust waveguide.

The discOvery that the source of VLF(1‑9kHZ)be̲
fo■ e

earthquakes was in the atmosphere and close to the
lower iOnosphere surfacel)lnight indicate the reflection
point of the ENI、vaves in the earth atmOspheric、 vaveg―
uide. It is hOped that the observation at extremely lo、 v

iequencies(ELF)10 using the clock of global position―
ing system(GPS)clariサ the source of the underground
evanescent electromagnetic、 ハ
/aves.
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